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About This Content

Designed by air racer Steven Wittman, the Tailwind is an amateur-built two-seat aircraft first built in the 1950s. Combining
relatively low build costs with exciting 200-mph performance, the Tailwind proved a success and more than 350 examples have
been built. Different versions of the basic design offer different engine specs and performance, as well as either tail-dragger or

tricycle-type undercarriages.

The Wittman Tailwind for FSX: Steam Edition, developed by Lionheart Creations, includes both the W8 (tail-dragger) and W10
(tail-dragger and tri-gear) series model variants. The two W series aircraft both fly slightly differently, with the W-10 having a
higher-performance engine than the W-8. The W-10 will cruise at 180 MPH and will max out at 200 MPH, whereas the W-8

cruises at 140 to 160 MPH and maxes out at 180 MPH. Instrument panels also differ between the two models.

Features:

Custom high detail instrumentation

New Avionics featuring an MX12 NAV-COM, transponder, and autopilot in the W-10

Full night lighting with soft glow gauge instrumentation for night flights 'without' the dome light needing to be switched
on

Eight different paint schemes with several versions of interiors
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One aircraft called 'Retro' features an early 1960's paint scheme and wood panel interior

Fully animated control surfaces and various controls

Front diagonal cross brace bars in front of pilot are hide-able with a switch for ease of flying in VC mode

Features high detail 2D panels by Bill Leaming

Optional Wide Screen Panels can be linked to Registry blocks in the aircraft config file for wide screen users

Ice box in rear cargo shelf opens and features animated bottled water and sandwich

Custom sounds throughout the aircraft

Hide-able top sun cover for the W-8, which features a fully transparent roof

Hide-able front instrument panel cover made of an old air chart map

Basic cargo displays outside of plane when engine stops running

Custom sound package

Custom flight model (aircraft config files) that feature a unique feel for the aircraft

Checklist in popup view, does not use Kneeboard

Optional Wide Screen 2D panels for users with wide screen monitors

Custom exterior 3D high realism lighting effects
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It's a pity but it do not worth its money at all. Poor cocpit graphics, inaccurate instruments and knobs (it's very hard to move a
NAV's knobs propertly, they do not pushing etc.). The default FSX Cessna has much more readable instruments, than this one.
And compare to A2A models this is just like a joke. Don't buy it.. Cute shooter brought into the VR world.. its a fun game i
would have to say for my self but try it ur self i seen someone on youtube play and i said i wanted and i found it for like 2$ so
get it on sale now!
. Thumbs UP
LOVE IT !. Barely found this game last night and all I can say is that this game feels great. Story doesn't feel generic and has
enough variety to keep me wanting to replay. Each of the schools provide different ways to play whether it'd be aggressive or
defensive. The variety of enemies are mainly just recolors but much like the characters you play as they derive from different
schools meaning they will fight in different ways whether it'd be poke game or just full on attack. The controls feel somewhat
smooth yet with a bit of delay being when I try to block after an attack but that seems normal. I respect the devs for wanting to
endorse couch coop because even though we are in the digital age, it is always nice and refreshing to just sit with your buddy or
family and go ham on a game. This game has a lot of potential and I hope the devs continue with their work!. This game is sicc
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Refunded. The game's graphics isnt as good as the videos even at the highest settings.
There are no interactions with the items in the game except to throw them around. No NPCs to interact in, it feels like a very
lonely fun center. The beach is the only good thing about the game, but the graphics are too bad to immerse completely in it.

. Pros:
None

Cons:
Outdated graphics
Another interactive movie type game
Puzzles are few and far between
Disjointed plot courtesy of "lamps" you have to find (i.e. Amnesia)
Overwhelming references to r'ape and torture
Factory level will keep you running around in circles for hours
Endings were not worth the time and effort of completing the game

Rating: 3\/10. after reading the mixed reviews i decided to check it out for my self so far its good only down side and i dont
know why but im currently playing on a asus i5 gtx 1080 gaming laptop plugged in yet this game is a power drain any other
game runs fine without power issues when plugged in except this game and its set on low graffix anyone else on laptop having
this problem or just me? but other than that its fun money making is slow and winter is brutal waiting game lol
. A game\/interactive novel worth playing\/reading !

Pros :
- Well written
- Interesting characters
- Good interactivity
- Options to change background to dark mode

Cons :
- I wish there was more illustrations, there's only a handful at random times
- Saving system incovinient to say the least

I'm not that into books, but this one got me hooked! Looking into getting a sequel\/side story.. I play this game on and off to
pass the time & I must say this game is somewhat complex and has a bit of a learning curve however it is absolutely brilliant.
The only things I could fault it on is it's performance on lower end laptops \/ desktops & the lack of a Gulf war & Vietnam war
start date other than that I'd recommend buying this game even if it's not on sale.. The "Ghostbusters" like ghost transparency
effect is missing on the (horribly outdated ?) screenshots : Watch the game trailer instead.

If your VR space is too small for you to dodge in, if you're more old and smart then you're young and fast, if you want
something casual non-gamers can also enjoy playing (not too intense, no jumpscares, fun and safe for children to play...), while
still getting a challenge unlocking the trophies for yourself... Then this wave shooter kind of fits when and where the other wave
shooters don't.

So basically NOT recommended for a teenage gamer with super fast reflexes and a big VR space to move around in, but instead
recommended for everyone else : If you're too old, too young, too casual or simply don't have enough VR space to enjoy the
other ones.
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